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Network layer: communication between hosts

Transport layer: communication between processes



Transport

Network layer: communication between hosts

Transport layer: communication between processes

Muxing across many processes

Unit of data: segment



Transport
● Two principal transports: TCP and UDP
● TCP: Transmission Control Protocol

○ reliable, in-order delivery
○ congestion control 
○ flow control
○ connection setup

● UDP: User Datagram Protocol
○ unreliable, unordered delivery
○ no-frills extension of “best-effort” IP

● services not available: 
○ delay guarantees
○ bandwidth guarantees



Transport



Transport

In the Internet, reliability is ensured by 
the end hosts, not by the network



Reliability is left to L4, the Transport Layer

Why?



Reliability is left to L4, the Transport Layer



Network stack - reliability in L4



Network stack - reliability in L4

IP is “best-effort”



Example: Alice and Bob



IP packets can be lost or delayed



IP packets can get corrupted



IP packets can get reordered



IP packets can be duplicated



The four goals of reliable transport



The four goals of reliable transport



Correctness is clean / easy with routing



Correctness is clean / easy with routing

How can we come up with a similarly clean definition for 
transport?



Correctness in reliable transport



Correctness in reliable transport



Correctness in reliable transport



Correctness in reliable transport

In both cases the sender has no feedback. How can 
it know to re-send???



Correctness in reliable transport



A transport mechanism is only correct if and only if it resends all 
dropped or corrupted packets



How do we achieve correctness and with what tradeoffs?



How do we achieve correctness and with what tradeoffs?



There is a clear tradeoff between timeliness and efficiency in the 
selection of the timeout value



There is a clear tradeoff between timeliness and efficiency in the 
selection of the timeout value

This algorithm is known as “stop 
and wait”



Stop and Wait demo

https://www2.tkn.tu-berlin.de/teaching/rn/animations/gbn_sr/

(for stop and wait, choose go back N and set the window size to 1)

https://www2.tkn.tu-berlin.de/teaching/rn/animations/gbn_sr/


Timeliness argues for small timers, efficiency for large timers



Even with small timers, stop and wait has terrible timeliness - one 
packet per round trip time (RTT) 



Even with small timers, stop and wait has terrible timeliness - one 
packet per round trip time (RTT) 

How do we improve this?



An obvious solution to improve timeliness is to send multiple 
packets at the same time



An obvious solution to improve timeliness is to send multiple 
packets at the same time



Sending multiple packets improves timeliness, but it can also 
overwhelm the receiver



Sending multiple packets improves timeliness, but it can also 
overwhelm the receiver

How do we solve this problem?



Flow control - sliding window


